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We have chosen some of the simplest extensions of the scalar sector 
and the NMSSM and try to find ways to distinguish them...  

LHC 

CxSM NMSSM 

2HDM 

C2HDM 

N2HDM 

... if a scalar is 
found. 

... with precision 
measurements. 

� So far no new particles � Discovered Higgs very SM-like 
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Working Group 3: Sub-group - Extended Scalars  
Interaction between experimentalists and theorists to look for 

signals of extended scalar sectors  

Already started 

Yellow Report 4: sets the stage for the searches in the LHC Run 2 

Can the LHC Higgs phenomenology and in particular signal rates and coupling 
measurements be used to distinguish models with extended Higgs sectors? 
 
How efficiently can the parameter space of the models be constrained through 
measurements of the Higgs properties? 

arXiv:1610.07922v1 
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The models 

� Complex Singlet Extension of the SM - CxSM 

� Two-Higgs Doublet Model (Real) – 2HDM 

� Two-Higgs Doublet Model (Complex) – C2HDM 

� Next-to-Minimal 2HDM (Real) – N2HDM 

� NMSSM 

Scalar sector – 3 CP-even neutral scalars 

Scalar sector – 2 CP-even and 1 CP-odd neutral scalars plus 2 charged scalars 

Scalar sector – 3 neutral scalars plus 2 charged scalars 

Scalar sector – 3 CP-even and 1 CP-odd neutral scalars plus 2 charged scalars 

Scalar sector – 3 CP-even and 2 CP-odd neutral scalars plus 2 charged scalars 
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Include theoretical bounds 







soft breaking terms       

The CxSM 

€ 

S →  S* ⇒ A →  − A
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The CxSM 



Softly broken Z2 symmetric we choose a vacuum configuration 
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� m2
12 and λ5 real  potential is CP-conserving (2HDM) 

� m2
12 and λ5 complex potential is explicitly CP-violating (C2HDM) 
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The (C)2HDM 



Parameters 

ratio of vacuum expectation values 

€ 

tanβ =
v2
v1

2 charged, H±, and 3 neutral 

rotation angles in the neutral sector 

CP-conserving - h, H and A 

CP-violating - h1, h2 and h3 

CP-conserving – α 

CP-violating - α1, α2 and α3 

soft breaking parameter 

CP-conserving – m2
12 

CP-violating – Re(m2
12) 13 



The N2HDM 

Spontaneously broken 

Explicitly broken 

€ 

tanβ =
v2
v1



Lightest Higgs couplings to gauge bosons 

g2HDM
hVV = sin(β −α) gSM

hVV       V =W,Z

gC2HDM
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gCxSM
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gN 2HDM
hVV = (cβR11 + sβR12 ) gSM

hVV = cos(α2 )cos(β −α1) gSM
hVV = cos(α2 )g2HDM

hVV

Real component 

(singlet)

Imaginary component 

(singlet)



Lightest Higgs couplings to gauge bosons 

gC2HDM
hVV = (cβR11 + sβR12 ) gSM

hVV = cos(α2 )cos(β −α1) gSM
hVV = cos(α2 )g2HDM

hVV

α1 =α +π / 2
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gN 2HDM
hVV = (cβR11 + sβR12 ) gSM

hVV = cos(α2 )cos(β −α1) gSM
hVV = cos(α2 )g2HDM

hVV

singlet component

"Pseudoscalar" 

component (doublet)

CP-conserving

CP-violating



α1 =α +π / 2

Lightest Higgs Yukawa couplings 

€ 

κU
I =κD

I =κL
I =

cosα
sinβType I 

Type II 

€ 

κU
II =

cosα
sinβ

€ 

κD
II =κL

II = −
sinα
cosβ

Type F/Y 

Type LS/X 
€ 

κU
F =κL

F =
cosα
sinβ

€ 

κU
LS =κD

LS =
cosα
sinβ

€ 

κL
LS = −

sinα
cosβ

€ 

κD
F = −

sinα
cosβ
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� No FCNC at tree-level - all come in four version except CxSM 

2HDM and C2HDM

N2HDM

2HDM 



CP-conserving

CP-violating

Lightest Higgs Yukawa couplings 
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YN 2HDM ≡ c2Y2HDM

YC2HDM ≡ c2Y2HDM ± iγ5s2
tβ
1/ tβ

⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪
=YN 2HDM ± iγ5s2

tβ
1/ tβ

⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪

YCxSM ≡ c1c2YSM

when s2 → 0 

YC2HDM ≡YN 2HDM ≡Y2HDM



We define the following admixtures 
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CxSM - sum of real and complex 

complex singlet components

C2HDM – "pseudoscalar" component

N2HDM and NMSSM – singlet component

In the CxSM all couplings to the SM particles are rescaled by one common factor. 
The maximum allowed singlet admixture in the CxSM is given by the lower bound on 

the global signal strength µ and amounts to 

not restricted by additional supersymmetric symmetries, it is easiest in this model to adjust it
to be compatible with the applied constraints.

5.3 Phenomenology of the h125 Singlet Admixture

We investigate the phenomenology of the h125 with respect to its possible singlet admixture. In
particular, we study to which extent this influences the reduced rates of the h125 that are still
compatible with the constraints in the various models, and if this can be used to distinguish
between the models. Additionally, we compare the CP-conserving singlet admixture with the
CP-violating pseudoscalar admixture. Since the measurement of CP violation is experimentally
very challenging, in the present phase of the LHC an h125 of the C2HDM can be mis-identified
as CP-even Higgs boson, so that a comparison of the singlet and pseudoscalar admixture is at
order.

In the CxSM, the singlet admixture to a Higgs boson Hi is given by the sum of the real and
complex singlet parts squared, i.e.

⌃CxSM
i = (Ri2)

2 + (Ri3)
2 , (5.75)

with the matrix R defined in Eq. (2.5). In the N2HDM, the singlet admixture is given by

⌃N2HDM
i = (Ri3)

2 , (5.76)

where R has been introduced in Eq. (2.41). Also in the NMSSM the singlet admixture is obtained
from the square of the ’i3’ element of the mixing matrix. Note, that we use the mixing matrix
including higher order corrections as obtained from NMSSMTools. The pseudoscalar admixture
 of the C2HDM, finally, is defined as

 C2HDM
i = (Ri3)

2 , (5.77)

with R introduced in Eq. (2.22). In the following we drop the subscript and denote by ⌃ and  
the singlet and pseudoscalar admixture of h125, respectively.

All our models preserve custodial symmetry so that

µZZ = µWW ⌘ µV V . (5.78)

We therefore combine the lower 2⇥1� bound from µZZ with the upper bound on µWW [91] and
use

0.79 < µV V < 1.48 . (5.79)

We maybe better move this up to the scan section, no?

The CxSM: We begin our discussion with the CxSM. In this model, the rescaling of all
couplings to the SM particles by one common factor makes an agreement of large singlet admix-
tures with the experimental data impossible. The maximum allowed singlet admixture in the
CxSM is given by the lower bound on the global signal strength µ and amounts to

⌃CxSM
max ⇡ 1 � µmin ⇡ 11% . (5.80)

This is only true if there are no substantial Higgs-to-Higgs decays, no?

19



The Real Singlet 
ATLAS 1509.00672

CMS 1504.00936



The N2HDM  
singlet admixture and 
wrong-sign Yukawa 

The electroweak precision constraints turn out to force the mass of at least one of the neutral
Higgs bosons to be close to mH±

. We therefore increase the e�ciency of the parameter scan by
generating a second neutral Higgs mass mHi 6=h125 in the interval

mH±

� 100 GeV  mHi 6=h125 < mH±

+ 250 GeV . (4.71)

A scan without this restriction and only the electroweak precision constraints turned on verified
the validity of the chosen interval (4.71). The third neutral Higgs boson mHj 6=Hi,h125 is not an
independent parameter and is calculated by ScannerS. We require the masses of both Higgs
bosons Hi, Hj 6= h125 to lie in the interval

30 GeV  mHi ,mHj < 1 TeV . (4.72)

4.3 The N2HDM Parameter Scan

We check for the theoretical constraints, namely that the potential is bounded from below, that
the chosen vacuum is the global minimum and that perturbative unitarity holds, as described
in detail in [78].

Most of the experimental constraints applied on the C2HDM in 4.2 are also valid for the
N2HDM. Since the constraints on Rb [85, 86] and B ! Xs� [86–90] are only sensitive to the
charged Higgs boson the 2HDM calculation and the resulting 2� limits in the mH±

� t� plane
can also be used in the N2HDM. For the oblique parameters S, T and U , calculated with the
general formulae in [98,99], 2� compatibility with the SM fit [91] including the full correlations
is demanded. The check of compatibility with the Higgs data proceeds analoguously to the
one described for the C2HDM modulo the di↵erent Higgs spectrum to be investigated and the
replacement of the production cross sections in the signal rates with the corresponding ones for
the production of either a purely CP-even or a purely CP-odd N2HDM Higgs boson.

For the scan we choose the following parameter ranges

�⇡
2  ↵1,2,3 <

⇡
2 0.25  t�  35

0 GeV2  Re(m2
12) < 500000 GeV2 1 GeV  vS  1.5 TeV

30 GeV  mHi 6=mh125
,mA  1 TeV

80 GeV  mH±

< 1 TeV (type I) 560 GeV  mH±

< 1 TeV (type II)

(4.73)

4.4 The NMSSM Parameter Scan

For the NMSSM parameter scan we follow the procedure described in [56, 59] and briefly sum-
marise the main features. The NMSSMTools package [100–105] is used to compute the spectrum of
the Higgs and SUSY particles including higher order corrections and check for vacuum stability,
the constraints from low-energy observables and compute the input required by HiggsBounds

to verify compatibility with the exclusion bounds from Higgs searches. The Higgs branching
ratios of NMSSMTools are cross-checked against NMSSMCALC [106]. The relic density is obtained
via an interface with micrOMEGAS [105] and required not to exceed the value measured by the
PLANCK collaboration [107]. Only those parameter points are retained that feautre a neutral
CP-even Higgs boson with mass between 124 and 126 GeV. For this Higgs boson agreement
with the signal strength fit of [92] is required at the 2 ⇥ 1�. level. For the gluon fusion cross
section the ratio between the NMSSM Higgs decay width into gluons and the corresponding

15



Alignment and wrong-sign Yukawa 

Wrong-sign Yukawa coupling – at least one of the couplings of h to down-type 
and up-type fermion pairs is opposite in sign to the corresponding coupling of 

h to VV (in contrast with SM).  € 

sin(β −α) =1  ⇒    κD =1;   κU =1;   κW =1

€ 

κDκW < 0     or     κUκW < 0

The Alignment (SM-like) limit – all tree-level couplings to fermions and gauge 
bosons are the SM ones.  

The actual sign of each κi 
depends on the chosen range 

for the angles. 

sin(β + α) = 1 

sin(β - α) = 1 

at tree-level 

€ 

κ i =
g2HDM
gSM

€ 

κ i
2 =

Γ 2HDM  (h→i)
Γ SM  (h→i)



The 2HDM 

ATLAS 1509.00672

CMS-PAS-HIG-16-007



Singlet admixture 

SM-like and wrong-sign limit in the N2HDM type II – the interesting fact is 
that in the alignment limit the singlet admixture can go up to 54 %. 

SM like 
wrong-sign 



Singlet admixture 
N2HDM type II  N2HDM type I  

tanβ as a function of the singlet admixture for type I N2HDM (left) and 
type II N2HDM (right)  – in grey all points with constraints; the remaining 
colours denote μ values measured within 5 % of the SM. In black all μ's. 

Singlet admixture slightly below 10 % almost independently of tanβ. 



Wrong sign in the 2HDM and N2HDM 

μγγ vs  μττ (only wrong sign points) in type II 2HDM (left) and N2HDM 
(right) – in "pink" all points and in green points where μ ZZ is measured 

within 5% of the SM value. Dashed lines are current limits.  
Very similar behaviors in the two models.  

2HDM wron- sign previously discussed: Ferreira, Gunion, Haber, RS 



Wrong sign in the 2HDM and N2HDM 

μV/μF  vs  μϒϒ in type II 2HDM (left) and N2HDM (right) – in yellow the 
"right sign" and in pink the wrong sign points. Dashed lines are current limits. 

The h125 can be any of the Hi in the N2HDM and h or H in the 2HDM.  
New variable that can be used to probe the wrong sign limit. 



Comparing models 
(just rates) 
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Figure 11: Signal rate for the production of H
#

(upper) and H
"

(lower) decaying into a pair of Z bosons at thep
s = 13 TeV LHC as a function of mH# for left: the CxSM (orange), the type I N2HDM (fair green) and C2HDM

(fair blue); right: the NMSSM (red) and the type II N2HDM (dark green) and C2HDM (dark blue). The dashed
black line denotes the signal rate of a SM Higgs boson of the same mass.

In the CxSM the common scaling of all Higgs couplings together with the fact that experi-
mental data allow for µh125 down to about 0.9 enforces

c2CxSM(H
#

V V ) <⇠ 0.1 . (6.85)

As all CxSM Higgs couplings are reduced compared to the SM the production cross sections
cannot be enhanced in this model, so that altogether not only the rate into V V but all CxSM
rates are below the SM reference in the whole mH

#

mass range, as can be inferred from Fig. 11.
This also holds for H

"

so that the discovery of additional Higgs bosons in the CxSM may be
more likely through Higgs-to-Higgs decays [59]. I do not understand the behaviour of H

"

in the CxSM for smaller masses. How can the rates be enhanced here???

Also for the remaining models we overall observe reduced rates compared to what would
be expected in the SM for a Higgs boson of same mass, except for the low-mass region.The
resulting rates are a combination of sum rules and the behaviour of the Yukawa couplings. As
the h125 takes a large portion of the coupling to gauge bosons, the H

#/"V V coupling necessarily
cannot be substantial. Models with more parameters, however, like the ones discussed here,
allow for more important deviations of the h125 couplings to the SM particles inducing larger
couplings for the remaining Higgs bosons. Also the couplings to fermions can be enhanced in

26

Non-125 to ZZ 

Signal rates for the 
production of H↓ 
(upper) and H↑ 

(lower) 
for 13 TeV as a 
function of mH. 

Dashed line is the 
"SM". 

Rates for CxSM always well bellow the SM line. Discovery more likely  
via Higgs to Higgs decays for the heavier ones.   

h125 takes most of 
the hVV coupling. 

Yukawa couplings can 
be different and lead 

to enhancements. 

Rates are larger for N2HDM and C2HDM and more in type II because the 
Yukawa couplings can vary independently.   



Non-125 to ττ 
Signal rates for the 

production of H↓ 
(upper) and H↑ 

(lower) 
for 13 TeV as a 
function of mH. 

Dashed line is the 
"SM". 

Nothing to see 
here – move 

along. 

Nothing to see 
here – move 

along. 

Region where only 
the N2hDM II 

survives. 



Non-125 to γγ 

Signal rates for the 
production of H↓ 
(upper) and H↑ 

(lower) 
for 13 TeV as a 
function of mH. 

Dashed line is the 
"SM". 

h to tt threshold 

Rates can be quite large in the N2HDM 
and C2HDM. Again more freedom in the 

couplings. 



Non-125 to tt 

Signal rates for the 
production of H↓ 
(upper) and H↑ 

(lower) 
for 13 TeV as a 
function of mH. 

Dashed line is the 
"SM". 
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Figure 14: Same as Fig. 12 but for the top-quark pair final state.

percent at a c.m. energy of 500 GeV with an integrated luminosity of 500 fb [130–135]. The
combination of the high-luminosity LHC and LC leads to a further improvement on the extracted
accuracy. Due to the lower statistics the precision on the Higgs couplings of the non-SM-like
Higgs bosons might be somewhat lower. Their CP nature can be tested in a rather early stage
after discovery by applying di↵erent spin-parity hypotheses. The measurement of possibly CP-
violating admixtures, however, requires the accumulation of a large amount of data, so that a
dominantly CP-even Higgs boson of the C2HDM can be mis-interpreted as CP-even and is taken
into account in this analysis, as also argued above.
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Higgs to Higgs decays 



A comparison between the 
NMSSM and the broken 

Complex Singlet extension of 
the SM for final states with two 
scalars with different masses. 

Hi →H jHk        j ≠ kThe decay 

Singlet Extensions of the Standard Model at LHC Run 2: Benchmarks and 
Comparison with the NMSSM  

The models can be 
distinguished in some regions 

of the parameter space. 

costa, Mühlleitner, Sampaio, RS (2016)





Hint for CP violation? 

Hi →H jHk        j ≠ kThe decay 

Combinations of three decays 

h3 → h2h1     ⇒     CP(h3) =CP(h2 ) CP(h1) =CP(h2 )h1 → ZZ     ⇐     CP(h1) =1

Already observed 

h2(3) → h1Z    CP(h2(3) ) = −1

Decay CP eigenstates Model 

None C2HDM, other CPV extensions 

2 CP-odd; None C2HDM, NMSSM,3HDM... 

3 CP-even; None C2HDM, cxSM, NMSSM,3HDM... 

  

h2 → ZZ   CP(h2 ) =1

h3 → h2Z     CP(h3) = − CP(h2 )

C2HDM - D. Fontes, J.C. Romão, RS, J.P. Silva; PRD92 (2015) 5, 055014. 

NMSSM - S.F. King, M. Mühlleitner, R. Nevzorov, K. Walz; NPB901 (2015) 526-555.  



Comparing models 
(sum rules) 
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Figure 3: Masses of the two non-h125 neutral scalars in left: the CxSM (orange) and NMSSM (red); middle: the
N2HDM (fair-green) and C2HDM (fair-blue) type I; (right) the N2HDM (dark-green) and C2HDM (dark-blue)
type II. For the CxSM, NMSSM and N2HDM the CP-even, for the C2HDM the CP-mixed Higgs bosons are
plotted. By definition mH#  mH" .

Yukawa couplings, is very restricted. This is mainly due to the lower bound on mH± of 560 GeV.
The EDMs constrain the coupling to up-type quarks to be more SM-like by restricting the range
of |cou| to values below about 0.3, as can be read o↵ the right plot.

We could investigate how large the angles �⌧ and �t still can be and compare the expected
sensitivities on these angles with the constraints from increasing precision in the rate measure-
ments.

We have to add the discussion for type I.

5.2 The Higgs Mass Spectrum

We start the phenomenological comparison of our models by investigating the Higgs mass spec-
trum. In Fig. 3 we show for the CxSM, NMSSM, C2HDM and N2HDM (for the latter two models
both for type I and II) the mass distributions of the two neutral CP-even non-h125 Higgs bosons.
From now on we call the lighter of these H

#

and the heavier one H
"

. While the N2HDM and
NMSSM feature additionally CP-odd Higgs bosons, the total neutral C2HDM mass spectrum
is made up by three neutral Higgs bosons which are CP-mixed states. The gaps at 125 GeV
are due to the mass windows around h125 in order to avoid degenerate Higgs signals. In all
models but the C2HDM type II we find points with mH

#

< mh125 . In the N2HDM, the CxSM
and C2HDM type I, we have points where mH"

< mh125 and hence the h125 is the heaviest
CP-even neutral Higgs boson. This is impossible in the NMSSM because of supersymmetric
relations between the parameters of the model. The N2HDM and NMSSM feature additionally
pseudoscalars that can also be lighter than 125 GeV. Apart from the di↵erences in these mass
regions, the CxSM, N2HDM, NMSSM and C2HDM type I cover almost the whole mass region,
in contrast to the C2HDM type II, where the H

"

is always heavier than about 400 GeV. This is
due to the constraint from the T -parameter, which enforces one of the neutral Higgs bosons to be
close in mass of the charged Higgs. In the CxSM, which does not feature a charged Higgs boson,
this constraint does not play a role. in the N2HDM and NMSSM the additional pseudoscalars
can help to fulfill this constraint. In the C2HDM, with only three neutral Higgs bosons, one of
them necessarily has to have a mass close to mH± , which due to the constraints from B ! Xs�
is heavier than 560 GeV in type II, precluding a light H

"

, while in type I the limit on mH± is
much weaker. The N2HDM covers the largest region. With the largest number of parameters

18

The mass spectrum 

� Gaps at 125 GeV due to mass window around h125 in order to avoid degenerate Higgs signals.  
 
� In all models but the C2HDM type II we find points with mH↓ < mh125 . 
 
� In the N2HDM, the CxSM and C2HDM type I, we have points where mH↑ < mh125 (h125 is the heaviest CP-
even Higgs) not possible in the NMSSM because of supersymmetric relations.  
 
� N2HDM and NMSSM have additionally pseudoscalars that can also be lighter than 125 GeV.  
 
� CxSM, N2HDM, NMSSM and C2HDM type I cover almost the whole mass region 
 
� In contrast to the C2HDM type II, where the H↑ is always heavier than about 400 GeV.  
T –parameter - one of the neutral Higgs bosons close in mass of the charged Higgs (560 GeV).  
EDMs – neutral scalar masses close. 
 
� In the CxSM (no charged Higgs) there is no constraint. N2HDM and NMSSM the additional pseudoscalars 
can help to fulfil this constraint. 



Sum rules 

Figure 12: Same as Fig. 10 but for the photonic final state.

7 Coupling Sum Rules

In this section we investigate what we can learn from the coupling patterns of the discovered
Higgs bosons about the underlying model. We study the gauge boson sum

⇧i
V V =

iX

j=1

|c(HjV V )|2 (7.86)

and the Yukawa sum

⇧i
Yuk =

1
Pi

j=1 |c(Hi⌧ ⌧̄)|2
+

1
Pi

j=1 |c(Hitt̄)|2
. (7.87)

As evident from these definitions

⇧i
V V  ⇧i+1

V V and ⇧i
Yuk � ⇧i+1

Yuk . (7.88)

The sums are performed over the CP-even Higgs bosons of the CxSM, N2HDM and NMSSM,
and over the CP-violating neutral Higgs bosons of the C2HDM. In the C2HDM and the N2HDM,
the Yukawa sum depends the way the Higgs doublets couple to the fermions. In type II, the
coupling to ⌧ leptons can be exchanged by the b-quarks, leading to the same result, which for the

28

Figure 12: Same as Fig. 10 but for the photonic final state.

7 Coupling Sum Rules

In this section we investigate what we can learn from the coupling patterns of the discovered
Higgs bosons about the underlying model. We study the gauge boson sum

⇧i
V V =

iX

j=1

|c(HjV V )|2 (7.86)

and the Yukawa sum

⇧i
Yuk =

1
Pi

j=1 |c(Hi⌧ ⌧̄)|2
+

1
Pi

j=1 |c(Hitt̄)|2
. (7.87)

As evident from these definitions

⇧i
V V  ⇧i+1

V V and ⇧i
Yuk � ⇧i+1

Yuk . (7.88)

The sums are performed over the CP-even Higgs bosons of the CxSM, N2HDM and NMSSM,
and over the CP-violating neutral Higgs bosons of the C2HDM. In the C2HDM and the N2HDM,
the Yukawa sum depends the way the Higgs doublets couple to the fermions. In type II, the
coupling to ⌧ leptons can be exchanged by the b-quarks, leading to the same result, which for the
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Couplings to gauge bosons

Yukawa Couplingsaccuracy. Due to the lower statistics the precision on the Higgs couplings of the non-SM-like
Higgs bosons might be somewhat lower. Their CP nature can be tested in a rather early stage
after discovery by applying di↵erent spin-parity hypotheses. The measurement of possibly CP-
violating admixtures, however, requires the accumulation of a large amount of data, so that a
dominantly CP-even Higgs boson of the C2HDM can be mis-interpreted as CP-even and is taken
into account in this analysis, as also argued above.

In the C2HDM and CxSM all three neutral Higgs bosons mix so that the sum rule analysis
can straightforwardly be applied. For the N2HDM and NMSSM, however, it has to be made
sure that the additionally discovered Higgs boson included in the sum rule, is CP-even. If the
observed particle is observed in the ZZ decay channel, it cannot be purely CP-odd [57,136,137].
We therefore require for the non-SM-like Higgs boson

ggF ! H
#/" ! ZZ > 10 fb , (7.89)

which should be observable at the high-luminosity LHC taking into account the already known
properties of the discovered particle. As this still allows for H

#/" to be a CP-mixed state, this
leads to interesting phenomenological consequences for the C2HDM. In [138] it has been shown
that the loop-induced decay A ! ZZ of the pure pseudoscalar in the CP-conserving 2HDM can
lead to considerable rates. Assuming that a similar behavior might be possible in the N2HDM6,
the ZZ decay channel might not be su�cient, but other measurements like e.g. the angular
distributions in Z- and �-pair final states or fermionic decay modes could be used to identify
the CP nature of the discovered particle, see e.g. [136,139–146].

With the sum rules at hand, we want to investigate the following questions in the next two
subsections:

• Assuming that only two neutral (dominantly) CP-even Higgs bosons have been found, can
we decide based on the sum rule if the CP-even Higgs sector is complete (like e.g. in the
MSSM or CP-conserving 2HDM that incorporate only two CP-even Higgs bosons) or if we
are missing the discovery of the remaining Higgs bosons of an extended Higgs sector?

• If this is possible, does the inspection of the pattern of the sum rule allow us to draw
conclusions on the mass scale of the missing Higgs boson?

• Can we furthermore distinguish between the various models investigated here on the basis
of the sum rule distributions?

7.1 Gauge Boson Coupling Sum Rules

For all of our models we have

⇧3
V V = 1 for the CxSM, N2HDM, NMSSM, C2HDM , (7.90)

whereas in models with smaller Higgs sectors as the CP-conserving 2HDM or the MSSM, the
sum rule reads

⇧2
V V = 1 for the MSSM and the CP-conserving 2HDM . (7.91)

Figure 15 shows the distribution of the partial gauge boson sum ⇧2
V V for our models. We assume

that besides h125 only one additional (dominantly) CP-even Higgs boson has been discovered. In

6There exists not corresponding study for the N2HDM so far.
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accuracy. Due to the lower statistics the precision on the Higgs couplings of the non-SM-like
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which should be observable at the high-luminosity LHC taking into account the already known
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that the loop-induced decay A ! ZZ of the pure pseudoscalar in the CP-conserving 2HDM can
lead to considerable rates. Assuming that a similar behavior might be possible in the N2HDM6,
the ZZ decay channel might not be su�cient, but other measurements like e.g. the angular
distributions in Z- and �-pair final states or fermionic decay modes could be used to identify
the CP nature of the discovered particle, see e.g. [136,139–146].

With the sum rules at hand, we want to investigate the following questions in the next two
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• Assuming that only two neutral (dominantly) CP-even Higgs bosons have been found, can
we decide based on the sum rule if the CP-even Higgs sector is complete (like e.g. in the
MSSM or CP-conserving 2HDM that incorporate only two CP-even Higgs bosons) or if we
are missing the discovery of the remaining Higgs bosons of an extended Higgs sector?

• If this is possible, does the inspection of the pattern of the sum rule allow us to draw
conclusions on the mass scale of the missing Higgs boson?

• Can we furthermore distinguish between the various models investigated here on the basis
of the sum rule distributions?

7.1 Gauge Boson Coupling Sum Rules

For all of our models we have

⇧3
V V = 1 for the CxSM, N2HDM, NMSSM, C2HDM , (7.90)

whereas in models with smaller Higgs sectors as the CP-conserving 2HDM or the MSSM, the
sum rule reads

⇧2
V V = 1 for the MSSM and the CP-conserving 2HDM . (7.91)

Figure 15 shows the distribution of the partial gauge boson sum ⇧2
V V for our models. We assume

that besides h125 only one additional (dominantly) CP-even Higgs boson has been discovered. In

6There exists not corresponding study for the N2HDM so far.
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7.1 Gauge Boson Coupling Sum Rules

For all of our models we have

⇧3
V V = 1 for the CxSM, N2HDM, NMSSM, C2HDM , (7.90)

whereas in models with smaller Higgs sectors as the CP-conserving 2HDM or the MSSM, the
sum rule reads

⇧2
V V = 1 for the MSSM and the CP-conserving 2HDM . (7.91)

Figure 13 shows the distribution of the partial gauge boson sum ⇧2
V V for our models. We assume

that besides h125 only one additional (dominantly) CP-even Higgs boson has been discovered. In
the left column, we assume this to be the H

#

, and the right one, it is H
"

. Without the discovery of
the third Higgs boson, we cannot decide in which of the two situations we are. The upper (lower)
row shows the distributions as a function of the (non-)discovered Higgs boson mass, respectively.
The points shown respect all our constraints, including the one of Eq. (7.89). The distribution
of points in this plot and in the Yukawa sum plot for the N2HDM and C2HDM type I does
not extend up to 1000 GeV. Is this because of the constraint on the ZZ rate? We immediately
observe, that ⇧2

V V cannot drop below about 0.9 in the CxSM. This is a consequence of the
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Figure 13: The partial gauge boson sum ⇧2
V V assuming the only additionally discovered Higgs boson is H

#

(left)
or H

"

(right) as a function of their respective mass (upper) and as a function of the mass of the non-discovered
Higgs boson, respectively, (lower), for the CxSM (yellow), the type I N2HDM (fair green) and C2DHM (fair blue),
the type II N2HDM (dark green) and C2HDM (dark blue) and the NMSSM (red).
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Gauge bosons sum rules 

accuracy. Due to the lower statistics the precision on the Higgs couplings of the non-SM-like
Higgs bosons might be somewhat lower. Their CP nature can be tested in a rather early stage
after discovery by applying di↵erent spin-parity hypotheses. The measurement of possibly CP-
violating admixtures, however, requires the accumulation of a large amount of data, so that a
dominantly CP-even Higgs boson of the C2HDM can be mis-interpreted as CP-even and is taken
into account in this analysis, as also argued above.

In the C2HDM and CxSM all three neutral Higgs bosons mix so that the sum rule analysis
can straightforwardly be applied. For the N2HDM and NMSSM, however, it has to be made
sure that the additionally discovered Higgs boson included in the sum rule, is CP-even. If the
observed particle is observed in the ZZ decay channel, it cannot be purely CP-odd [57,136,137].
We therefore require for the non-SM-like Higgs boson

ggF ! H
#/" ! ZZ > 10 fb , (7.89)

which should be observable at the high-luminosity LHC taking into account the already known
properties of the discovered particle. As this still allows for H

#/" to be a CP-mixed state, this
leads to interesting phenomenological consequences for the C2HDM. In [138] it has been shown
that the loop-induced decay A ! ZZ of the pure pseudoscalar in the CP-conserving 2HDM can
lead to considerable rates. Assuming that a similar behavior might be possible in the N2HDM6,
the ZZ decay channel might not be su�cient, but other measurements like e.g. the angular
distributions in Z- and �-pair final states or fermionic decay modes could be used to identify
the CP nature of the discovered particle, see e.g. [136,139–146].

With the sum rules at hand, we want to investigate the following questions in the next two
subsections:

• Assuming that only two neutral (dominantly) CP-even Higgs bosons have been found, can
we decide based on the sum rule if the CP-even Higgs sector is complete (like e.g. in the
MSSM or CP-conserving 2HDM that incorporate only two CP-even Higgs bosons) or if we
are missing the discovery of the remaining Higgs bosons of an extended Higgs sector?

• If this is possible, does the inspection of the pattern of the sum rule allow us to draw
conclusions on the mass scale of the missing Higgs boson?

• Can we furthermore distinguish between the various models investigated here on the basis
of the sum rule distributions?

7.1 Gauge Boson Coupling Sum Rules

For all of our models we have

⇧3
V V = 1 for the CxSM, N2HDM, NMSSM, C2HDM , (7.90)

whereas in models with smaller Higgs sectors as the CP-conserving 2HDM or the MSSM, the
sum rule reads

⇧2
V V = 1 for the MSSM and the CP-conserving 2HDM . (7.91)

Figure 15 shows the distribution of the partial gauge boson sum ⇧2
V V for our models. We assume

that besides h125 only one additional (dominantly) CP-even Higgs boson has been discovered. In

6There exists not corresponding study for the N2HDM so far.
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accuracy. Due to the lower statistics the precision on the Higgs couplings of the non-SM-like
Higgs bosons might be somewhat lower. Their CP nature can be tested in a rather early stage
after discovery by applying di↵erent spin-parity hypotheses. The measurement of possibly CP-
violating admixtures, however, requires the accumulation of a large amount of data, so that a
dominantly CP-even Higgs boson of the C2HDM can be mis-interpreted as CP-even and is taken
into account in this analysis, as also argued above.

In the C2HDM and CxSM all three neutral Higgs bosons mix so that the sum rule analysis
can straightforwardly be applied. For the N2HDM and NMSSM, however, it has to be made
sure that the additionally discovered Higgs boson included in the sum rule, is CP-even. If the
observed particle is observed in the ZZ decay channel, it cannot be purely CP-odd [57,136,137].
We therefore require for the non-SM-like Higgs boson

ggF ! H
#/" ! ZZ > 10 fb , (7.89)

which should be observable at the high-luminosity LHC taking into account the already known
properties of the discovered particle. As this still allows for H

#/" to be a CP-mixed state, this
leads to interesting phenomenological consequences for the C2HDM. In [138] it has been shown
that the loop-induced decay A ! ZZ of the pure pseudoscalar in the CP-conserving 2HDM can
lead to considerable rates. Assuming that a similar behavior might be possible in the N2HDM6,
the ZZ decay channel might not be su�cient, but other measurements like e.g. the angular
distributions in Z- and �-pair final states or fermionic decay modes could be used to identify
the CP nature of the discovered particle, see e.g. [136,139–146].

With the sum rules at hand, we want to investigate the following questions in the next two
subsections:

• Assuming that only two neutral (dominantly) CP-even Higgs bosons have been found, can
we decide based on the sum rule if the CP-even Higgs sector is complete (like e.g. in the
MSSM or CP-conserving 2HDM that incorporate only two CP-even Higgs bosons) or if we
are missing the discovery of the remaining Higgs bosons of an extended Higgs sector?

• If this is possible, does the inspection of the pattern of the sum rule allow us to draw
conclusions on the mass scale of the missing Higgs boson?

• Can we furthermore distinguish between the various models investigated here on the basis
of the sum rule distributions?

7.1 Gauge Boson Coupling Sum Rules

For all of our models we have

⇧3
V V = 1 for the CxSM, N2HDM, NMSSM, C2HDM , (7.90)

whereas in models with smaller Higgs sectors as the CP-conserving 2HDM or the MSSM, the
sum rule reads

⇧2
V V = 1 for the MSSM and the CP-conserving 2HDM . (7.91)

Figure 15 shows the distribution of the partial gauge boson sum ⇧2
V V for our models. We assume

that besides h125 only one additional (dominantly) CP-even Higgs boson has been discovered. In

6There exists not corresponding study for the N2HDM so far.
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Yukawa sum rules 

In the N2HDM type II (type I) deviations from 1 of up to 55% (25%) in c2(h125V V ) are
possible, inducing the largest deviations of all models from ⇧V V = 1. They are also larger than
those attained in the wrong-sign regime of C2HDM type II. Additionally the few outliers in the
C2HDM that can reach a violation of 45% can be excluded if combined with the measurement of
the Yukawa sum rule, see below. The NMSSM, on the other hand, although featuring the largest
Higgs sector, is is the most constrained of our models because of supersymmetric relations. As
a consequence, in the sum rule deviations of only a few percent at most can be observed, if the
second discovered Higgs boson is the lighter one. In case, it is the heavier one, we have much
less parameter points, but they can induce deviations of up to about 25%, cf. right column.
These correspond to the points where the non-discovered Higgs boson is close in mass to the
h125 (cf. lower right plot) inducing large mixing e↵ects between these, so that H

#

carries an
important part of the vector-boson couplings.

In summary, the answers to our questions are, that all models feature points where the sum
rule is very close to one making it very hard to distinguish them from the real 2HDM or the
MSSM. On the other hand, in all our models there exist parameter configurations (although
very rare for the NMSSM and the C2HDM type II) wher considerable deviations from 1 allow
for an easy discrimination from the Higgs sectors with two neutral Higgs bosons. The sum-rule
analysis allows for the exclusion of the CxSM if ⇧2

V V deviates by more than 10% from 1, in
the C2HDM it would indicate the realization of the wrong-sign regime and in the NMSSM the
existence of two CP-even Higgs bosons close in mass at 125 GeV. For the latter case, the sum
rule hence allows for conclusions on the mass scale of the non-discovered Higgs boson. In all
other models we cannot observe a correlation between the pattern of the sum rule and the mass
scale of the escaped Higgs boson, as the plots in the lower row reveal. Finally, the observation
of deviations by more than 35% singles out the N2HDM as the underlying model.

7.2 Yukawa Coupling Sum Rules

The CxSM fulfills the Yukawa sum rule

⇧3
Yuk = 2 . (7.92)

In the NMSSM and in the type II (as well as the lepton-specific) N2HDM we have

⇧3
Yuk = 1 . (7.93)

The flipped N2HDM implies the same sum rule if the ⌧ -lepton coupling is exchanged by the
b-quark coupling. For the C2HDM sum rule we use the e↵ective fermion coupling squared
|c(Hff̄)|2 = (ce)2 + (co)2, with ce and co defined in Eq. (2.31). For the C2HDM type II this
leads to the sum rule

⇧3
Yuk = 2

✓
24

17 � cos(4�)
� 1

◆
. (7.94)

The sum rule as a function of tan� is shown in Fig. 16. The Yukawa sum has a minim of
⇧3

Yuk = 2/3 at tan� = 1 and quickly approaches 1 from below for all other tan� values.

In the type I, the sum rule is the same both for the ⌧ -lepton and the b-quark choice of the
down-type fermion coupling. In the N2HDM, we have

⇧3
Yuk = 2 sin2 � ⇡ 2 , (7.95)
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In the N2HDM type II (type I) deviations from 1 of up to 55% (25%) in c2(h125V V ) are
possible, inducing the largest deviations of all models from ⇧V V = 1. They are also larger than
those attained in the wrong-sign regime of C2HDM type II. Additionally the few outliers in the
C2HDM that can reach a violation of 45% can be excluded if combined with the measurement of
the Yukawa sum rule, see below. The NMSSM, on the other hand, although featuring the largest
Higgs sector, is is the most constrained of our models because of supersymmetric relations. As
a consequence, in the sum rule deviations of only a few percent at most can be observed, if the
second discovered Higgs boson is the lighter one. In case, it is the heavier one, we have much
less parameter points, but they can induce deviations of up to about 25%, cf. right column.
These correspond to the points where the non-discovered Higgs boson is close in mass to the
h125 (cf. lower right plot) inducing large mixing e↵ects between these, so that H
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rule hence allows for conclusions on the mass scale of the non-discovered Higgs boson. In all
other models we cannot observe a correlation between the pattern of the sum rule and the mass
scale of the escaped Higgs boson, as the plots in the lower row reveal. Finally, the observation
of deviations by more than 35% singles out the N2HDM as the underlying model.
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Figure 16: The Yukawa sum Eq. (7.94) as a function of tan � in the C2HDM.

as tan� > 2 is required by flavour constraints [87,88]. In the C2HDM type I the sum rule reads

⇧3
Yuk =

2 tan2 �

2 + tan2 �
, (7.96)

increasing from 0 at tan� = 0 to 2 for tan� ! infty. We have the same result for the sum
rules in the flipped type, and also in the lepton-specific case if the b-quark is used instead of the
⌧ -lepton. For the real 2HDM (MSSM) the sum rules are the same as in the N2HDM (NMSSM)
with the di↵erence that one only sums over 2 instead of 3 neutral Higgs bosons.

In Fig. 17 the distributions of the Yukawa sums ⇧2
V V are depicted for the two situations

where the additionally discovered (dominantly) CP-even Higgs boson is either the lighter (left
column) or the heavier (right column) of the non-SM Higgs bosons. The upper (lower) row again
shows the distributions as a function of the (non-)discovered Higgs boson mass, respectively.

We observe, that due to the common rescaling of all CxSM Higgs couplings the lower bound
of the partial Yukawa sum is given by 2 with the maximal violation of the sum rule given by
the bound of the global signal strength. A measurement of the sum rule violation below 2
would immediately exclude the CxSM. A measurement of ⇧2

Yuk < 1 on the other hand, would be
very interesting because it is only possible in the C2HDM type II which is possibile due to the
pseudoscalar admixture to the Yukawa couplings. Therefore, not only the model but also the
structure of the Yukawa could be determined. According to Eq. (7.94) it would also fix tan� ⇡ 1.
Since the deviations from 1 can at most be 3.5%, however, the model is most probably identified
earlier through other observables. The C2HDM type II is ruled out if deviations beyond 7%
from 1 are measured. In the C2HDM type I the values of the partial Yukawa sum are distributed
between about 1.7 and 2.8. The lower limit is due to the lower bound on tan� imposed by the
other constraints. The observation of any violation below 1.7 and above about 2.8 immediately
excludes the C2HDM type II. This also applies for the N2HDM type I where the maximum
deviations range between the partial sum values 1.7 and 2.85.

In the NMSSM the partial Yukawa sum shows strong violations of more than 50% up to
100% if the additionally discovered Higgs boson is the lighter one, while it is bound to values
close to 1 in case it is the heavier one. This feature allows to decide which of the two non-SM-like
Higgs bosons has been discovered, if one is able to identify the NMSSM as the underlying model.
The NMSSM is excluded if violations beyond 2 are discovered. The large violations in case H

#
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In the N2HDM type II (type I) deviations from 1 of up to 55% (25%) in c2(h125V V ) are
possible, inducing the largest deviations of all models from ⇧V V = 1. They are also larger than
those attained in the wrong-sign regime of C2HDM type II. Additionally the few outliers in the
C2HDM that can reach a violation of 45% can be excluded if combined with the measurement of
the Yukawa sum rule, see below. The NMSSM, on the other hand, although featuring the largest
Higgs sector, is is the most constrained of our models because of supersymmetric relations. As
a consequence, in the sum rule deviations of only a few percent at most can be observed, if the
second discovered Higgs boson is the lighter one. In case, it is the heavier one, we have much
less parameter points, but they can induce deviations of up to about 25%, cf. right column.
These correspond to the points where the non-discovered Higgs boson is close in mass to the
h125 (cf. lower right plot) inducing large mixing e↵ects between these, so that H

#

carries an
important part of the vector-boson couplings.

In summary, the answers to our questions are, that all models feature points where the sum
rule is very close to one making it very hard to distinguish them from the real 2HDM or the
MSSM. On the other hand, in all our models there exist parameter configurations (although
very rare for the NMSSM and the C2HDM type II) wher considerable deviations from 1 allow
for an easy discrimination from the Higgs sectors with two neutral Higgs bosons. The sum-rule
analysis allows for the exclusion of the CxSM if ⇧2

V V deviates by more than 10% from 1, in
the C2HDM it would indicate the realization of the wrong-sign regime and in the NMSSM the
existence of two CP-even Higgs bosons close in mass at 125 GeV. For the latter case, the sum
rule hence allows for conclusions on the mass scale of the non-discovered Higgs boson. In all
other models we cannot observe a correlation between the pattern of the sum rule and the mass
scale of the escaped Higgs boson, as the plots in the lower row reveal. Finally, the observation
of deviations by more than 35% singles out the N2HDM as the underlying model.

7.2 Yukawa Coupling Sum Rules

The CxSM fulfills the Yukawa sum rule

⇧3
Yuk = 2 . (7.92)

In the NMSSM and in the type II (as well as the lepton-specific) N2HDM we have

⇧3
Yuk = 1 . (7.93)

The flipped N2HDM implies the same sum rule if the ⌧ -lepton coupling is exchanged by the
b-quark coupling. For the C2HDM sum rule we use the e↵ective fermion coupling squared
|c(Hff̄)|2 = (ce)2 + (co)2, with ce and co defined in Eq. (2.31). For the C2HDM type II this
leads to the sum rule

⇧3
Yuk = 2

✓
24

17 � cos(4�)
� 1

◆
. (7.94)

The sum rule as a function of tan� is shown in Fig. 16. The Yukawa sum has a minim of
⇧3

Yuk = 2/3 at tan� = 1 and quickly approaches 1 from below for all other tan� values.

In the type I, the sum rule is the same both for the ⌧ -lepton and the b-quark choice of the
down-type fermion coupling. In the N2HDM, we have

⇧3
Yuk = 2 sin2 � ⇡ 2 , (7.95)
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Figure 16: The Yukawa sum Eq. (7.94) as a function of tan � in the C2HDM.

as tan� > 2 is required by flavour constraints [87,88]. In the C2HDM type I the sum rule reads

⇧3
Yuk =

2 tan2 �

2 + tan2 �
, (7.96)

increasing from 0 at tan� = 0 to 2 for tan� ! infty. We have the same result for the sum
rules in the flipped type, and also in the lepton-specific case if the b-quark is used instead of the
⌧ -lepton. For the real 2HDM (MSSM) the sum rules are the same as in the N2HDM (NMSSM)
with the di↵erence that one only sums over 2 instead of 3 neutral Higgs bosons.

In Fig. 17 the distributions of the Yukawa sums ⇧2
V V are depicted for the two situations

where the additionally discovered (dominantly) CP-even Higgs boson is either the lighter (left
column) or the heavier (right column) of the non-SM Higgs bosons. The upper (lower) row again
shows the distributions as a function of the (non-)discovered Higgs boson mass, respectively.

We observe, that due to the common rescaling of all CxSM Higgs couplings the lower bound
of the partial Yukawa sum is given by 2 with the maximal violation of the sum rule given by
the bound of the global signal strength. A measurement of the sum rule violation below 2
would immediately exclude the CxSM. A measurement of ⇧2

Yuk < 1 on the other hand, would be
very interesting because it is only possible in the C2HDM type II which is possibile due to the
pseudoscalar admixture to the Yukawa couplings. Therefore, not only the model but also the
structure of the Yukawa could be determined. According to Eq. (7.94) it would also fix tan� ⇡ 1.
Since the deviations from 1 can at most be 3.5%, however, the model is most probably identified
earlier through other observables. The C2HDM type II is ruled out if deviations beyond 7%
from 1 are measured. In the C2HDM type I the values of the partial Yukawa sum are distributed
between about 1.7 and 2.8. The lower limit is due to the lower bound on tan� imposed by the
other constraints. The observation of any violation below 1.7 and above about 2.8 immediately
excludes the C2HDM type II. This also applies for the N2HDM type I where the maximum
deviations range between the partial sum values 1.7 and 2.85.

In the NMSSM the partial Yukawa sum shows strong violations of more than 50% up to
100% if the additionally discovered Higgs boson is the lighter one, while it is bound to values
close to 1 in case it is the heavier one. This feature allows to decide which of the two non-SM-like
Higgs bosons has been discovered, if one is able to identify the NMSSM as the underlying model.
The NMSSM is excluded if violations beyond 2 are discovered. The large violations in case H

#
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Figure 15: Same as Fig. 13 but for the partial Yukawa sum ⇧2
Yuk.

earlier through other observables. The C2HDM type II is ruled out if deviations beyond 7%
from 1 are measured. In the C2HDM type I the values of the partial Yukawa sum are distributed
between about 1.7 and 2.8. The lower limit is due to the lower bound on tan� imposed by the
other constraints. The observation of any violation below 1.7 and above about 2.8 immediately
excludes the C2HDM type II. This also applies for the N2HDM type I where the maximum
deviations range between the partial sum values 1.7 and 2.85.

In the NMSSM the partial Yukawa sum shows strong violations of more than 50% up to
100% if the additionally discovered Higgs boson is the lighter one, while it is bound to values
close to 1 in case it is the heavier one. This feature allows to decide which of the two non-SM-like
Higgs bosons has been discovered, if one is able to identify the NMSSM as the underlying model.
The NMSSM is excluded if violations beyond 2 are discovered. The large violations in case H

#

is disovered can be explained by the fact that the constraints applied on the NMSSM restrict
tan� to small values. For these, however, the next heavier CP-even Higgs boson is dominantly
CP-even, cf. Table 2 in [87, 88]. While h125 carries most of the top-Yukawa coupling to comply
with the Higgs data, the non-discovered H

"

is very doublet-like with a large coupling component
to the down-type fermions. Its non-dscovery leads to the observed large violations in ⇧2

Yuk. The
situation is reversed if H

"

is disovered. In this case, however, large violations in the partial gauge
sum may appear if h125 and H

#

have similar masses (see above). The N2HDM type II finally
with its lare numberof parameters not restricted by SUSY relations can violate the sum rule by
a factor of almost 5. Any meassurement of ⇧2

Yuk beyond about 2.9 therefore clearly identifies
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Yukawa sum rules 

In the NMSSM the 
partial Yukawa sum 

shows strong violations 
of more than 50% up to 
100% if the additionally 
discovered Higgs boson 
is the lighter one, while 

it is bound to values 
close to 1 in case it is 

the heavier one.  
If it is the NMSSM! we 
can see which of the two 

non-SM-like Higgs 
bosons has been 

discovered,  



Yukawa sum rules 

A measurement of the sum rule 
violation below 2 would immediately 

exclude the CxSM.  
 

A measurement of Π2
Yuk < 1 is only 

possible in the C2HDM type II.  
The C2HDM type II is ruled out if 
deviations beyond 7% from 1 are 

measured. 
 

The C2HDM type I the values of 
the partial Yukawa sum are 

distributed between about 1.7 and 
2.8. The lower limit is due to the 
lower bound on tan β imposed by 

the other constraints. 
  

This also applies for the N2HDM 
type I where the maximum 

deviations range between the 
partial sum values 1.7 and 2.85. 

The N2HDM type II can violate the sum 
rule by a factor of almost 5. Any 

measurement of Π2
Yuk above about 2.9 

identifies the N2HDM type II among our 
models. 
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Figure 18: Partial Yukawa sum ⇧2
Yuk versus ⇧2

V V in case H
#

(left) or H
"

(right) has been discovered.

7.3 Coupling Sum Correlations

The previous discussions have already made clear that there are correlations between the gauge
boson and Yukawa coupling sum rules that may be exploited. In Fig. 18 the partial sums
are plotted agains each other for all of our models and the two cases of discovery situation.
The CxSM shows the simplest behaviour where the two sums are strongly correlated due to the
common rescaling of the couplings. As also all other models except for the C2HDM type II cover
this region this behaviour does not allow to distinguish the models. Only deviations from this
correlation rule out the CxSM. The plot clearly shows the two distinct regions of the NMSSM
for the discovery of either the H

#

or the H
"

, an information that can only be used, however, if
the model is identified as such, which cannot be done based on the partial sums. The N2HDM,
the by far least constrained of our models, shows a sharp lower boundary. This is a result of the
orthogonality of the mixing matrix and not due to the physical constraints. Observing ⇧2

V V < 1
and ⇧2

Yuk ⇡ 1 therefore excludes all models with a 3 ⇥ 3 mixing of the CP-even scalars. The
other models do have any points in this region because of their specific Yukawa structure and/or
the influence of other constraints like bounds on tan� e.g.. Therefore the only model where
such a situation could be realized for our investigated models is the C2HDM type II, allowing
to identify it as underlying model in this case.

7.4 Benchmark Points

Based on the previous findings we could define a few benchmark points. I will think about this
during the next days. If you have suggestions please go ahead.

8 Conclusions
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Sum rules correlation 



The last slide 

� We collected a few models and compared them. 
 
� Rates to SM particles can sometimes help distinguishing the 
models. 
 
� Higgs to Higgs decays too. A scalar decaying to two other 
scalars with different masses looks promising. 
 
� These type of decay combined with other decays can also be 
used to probe CP-violation. 

Thank you 
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Vacuum structure of 2HDMs 
The tree-level global picture for spontaneously broken symmetries  

1. 1. 2HDM have at most two minima 
2. 2. Minima of different nature never coexist 

3. Unlike Normal, CB and CP minima are uniquely determined  
4. If a 2HDM has only one normal minimum then this is the absolute minimum – all other SP if 

they exist are saddle points  
5. If a 2HDM has a CP breaking minimum then this is the absolute minimum – all other SP if 

they exist are saddle points 

Ivanov (2007, 2008) 

Maniatis, von Manteuffel,  
Nachtmann, Nagel (2006) 

Barroso, Ferreira, RS (2004, 2006, 2007) 

The tree-level global picture for explicit CP 
 

6. An explicitly CP-violating 2HDM potential can 
have two non-degenerate minima  

7. If they exist they must be non-degenerate 



Two normal minima - potential with the soft breaking term 

Global minimum 
(N) –  

v = 329 GeV  

Local minimum (N) 
–  

v = 246 GeV 

€ 

VG −VL  =  − 4.2 ×108  GeV

€ 

mW = 80.4 GeV

€ 

mW =107.5 GeV

Barroso, Ferreira, Ivanov, RS (2013)

THE PANIC VACUUM! 

and this is one that can 
actually occur... 

Ivanov, Silva (2015)

However, two  CP-conserving minima can coexist – we can force the potential to be 
in the global one by using a simple condition. 

€ 

D = m12
2  m11

2 − k 2m22
2( ) tanβ − k( )

€ 

k =
λ1
λ2

# 

$ 
% 

& 

' 
( 

1/ 4

Our vacuum is the global 
minimum of the potential 
if and only if D > 0.  



Non-decoupling effects 

1. 5% accuracy in the measurement of the gamma gamma rate  
2. could probe the wrong sign in both scenarios  but also the SM-like limit in the 

heavy scenario due to the effect of charged Higgs loops + theoretical and 
experimental constraints. 

Ferreira, Guedes, Sampaio, RS (2014).  

1. Because mh < mH (by construction),  if mH = 125 GeV, mh is light and there is no 
decoupling limit. 
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g
HH +H −
SM − like ≈ −

2m
H ±
2 −mH

2 − 2M 2

v 2

Boundness from below 

1. SM-like 
2. (Heavy Scenario) 

€ 

M < mH
2 +mh

2 /tan2 β
b -> s γ 

m
H ±
2 >  340  GeV (→ 500 GeV)

€ 

g
HH +H −
Wrong Sign ≈ −

2m
H ±
2 −mH

2

v 2

1. Wrong Sign 
2. (Both Scenarios) 

Updated in Misiak  eal (2015).   50 

How come we have no points at 5 %? 

Considering only 
gauge bosons and 
fermion loops we 
should find points 

at 5 % for the 
wrong-sign 
scenario. 

In fact, if the 
charged Higgs 

loops were absent, 
changing the sign 

of κD would imply a 
change in κγ of less 

than 1 %. 

The relative negative values (and almost 
constant) contribution from the charged Higgs 
loops forces the wrong sign μγγ to be below 1.  

It is an indirect effect. 



Difference decreases with tan β 

Why is it not excluded yet?  

SM-like limit Wrong sign 

€ 

κD →  1       (sin(β −α) →  1)

€ 

κD →  −1       (sin(β+α) →  1)

€ 

κV →  1       (sin(β −α) →  1)

€ 

κV →  tan2β −1
tan2β+1

       (sin(β+α) →  1)

€ 

κD = − 
sinα
cosβ

 = −1+ε
Defining 

€ 

sin(β+α) − sin(β −α) =  2(1−ε)
1+tan2β

 << 1

€ 

(tanβ >>1)



The NMSSM scan 

The electroweak precision constraints turn out to force the mass of at least one of the neutral
Higgs bosons to be close to mH± . We therefore increase the e�ciency of the parameter scan by
generating a second neutral Higgs mass mHi 6=h125 in the interval

mH± � 100 GeV  mHi 6=h125 < mH± + 250 GeV . (4.71)

A scan without this restriction and only the electroweak precision constraints turned on verified
the validity of the chosen interval (4.71). The third neutral Higgs boson mHj 6=Hi,h125 is not an
independent parameter and is calculated by ScannerS. We require the masses of both Higgs
bosons Hi, Hj 6= h125 to lie in the interval

30 GeV  mHi ,mHj < 1 TeV . (4.72)

4.3 The N2HDM Parameter Scan

We check for the theoretical constraints, namely that the potential is bounded from below, that
the chosen vacuum is the global minimum and that perturbative unitarity holds, as described
in detail in [78].

Most of the experimental constraints applied on the C2HDM in 4.2 are also valid for the
N2HDM. Since the constraints on Rb [85, 86] and B ! Xs� [86–90] are only sensitive to the
charged Higgs boson the 2HDM calculation and the resulting 2� limits in the mH± � t� plane
can also be used in the N2HDM. For the oblique parameters S, T and U , calculated with the
general formulae in [98,99], 2� compatibility with the SM fit [91] including the full correlations
is demanded. The check of compatibility with the Higgs data proceeds analoguously to the
one described for the C2HDM modulo the di↵erent Higgs spectrum to be investigated and the
replacement of the production cross sections in the signal rates with the corresponding ones for
the production of either a purely CP-even or a purely CP-odd N2HDM Higgs boson.

For the scan we choose the following parameter ranges

�⇡
2  ↵1,2,3 <

⇡
2 0.25  t�  35

0 GeV2  Re(m2
12) < 500000 GeV2 1 GeV  vS  1.5 TeV

30 GeV  mHi 6=mh125
,mA  1 TeV

80 GeV  mH± < 1 TeV (type I) 560 GeV  mH± < 1 TeV (type II)

(4.73)

4.4 The NMSSM Parameter Scan

For the NMSSM parameter scan we follow the procedure described in [56, 59] and briefly sum-
marise the main features. The NMSSMTools package [100–105] is used to compute the spectrum of
the Higgs and SUSY particles including higher order corrections and check for vacuum stability,
the constraints from low-energy observables and compute the input required by HiggsBounds

to verify compatibility with the exclusion bounds from Higgs searches. The Higgs branching
ratios of NMSSMTools are cross-checked against NMSSMCALC [106]. The relic density is obtained
via an interface with micrOMEGAS [105] and required not to exceed the value measured by the
PLANCK collaboration [107]. Only those parameter points are retained that feautre a neutral
CP-even Higgs boson with mass between 124 and 126 GeV. For this Higgs boson agreement
with the signal strength fit of [92] is required at the 2 ⇥ 1�. level. For the gluon fusion cross
section the ratio between the NMSSM Higgs decay width into gluons and the corresponding
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t� �  M1 M2 M3 At Ab A⌧ mQ̃3

mL̃3
A� A µe↵

in GeV
min 1 0 -0.7 0.1 0.2 1.3 -2 -2 -2 0.6 0.6 -2 -2 -1
max 30 0.7 0.7 1 1 3 2 2 2 3 3 2 2 1

Table 3: Input parameters for the NMSSM scan. All parameters have been varied independently between the
given minimum and maximum values.

SM decay width at the same mass value is multiplied with the SM gluon fusion cross section.
The branching rations are taken from NMSSMTools at NLO QCD, whereas the SM cross sec-
tion was calculated at NNLO QCD with HIGLU [108]. The cross section for bb̄ annihilation is
obtained from the muliplication of the SM cross section with the e↵ective squared bb̄ coupling
of NMSSMTools. For the cross section values we use the data from [109] produced with the code
SusHi [93, 94]. The obtained parameter points are furthermore checked for compatibility with
the SUSY searches at LHC [110–123] and the lower bound on the charged Higgs mass [124,125].

The ranges applied in our parameter scan are summarise in table 3. In order to ensure
perturbativity we apply the rough constraint

�2 + 2 < 0.72 . (4.74)

The remaining mass parameters of the third generation sfermions not listed in the table are
chosen as

mt̃R
= mQ̃3

, m⌧̃R = mL̃3
and mb̃R

= 3 TeV . (4.75)

The mass parameters of the first and second generation sfermions are set to 3 TeV. For consis-
tency with the parameter ranges of the other models we kept only points with all Higgs masses
between 30 GeV and 1 TeV.

Remember mentioning what Hi can be h125.

5 Phenomenological Analysis

We now turn to our phenomenological analysis in which we study the properties of the various
models with the aim to identify features unique to a specific model that allow us to distinguish
between the models. In our analysis of the C2HDM and the N2HDM we adopt the most
commonly studied type I and II symmetries in the Yukawa sector.

5.1 The C2HDM Parameter Space including EDM Constraints

We start with the discussion of the e↵ect of the EDM constraints, applied here for the first
time in a complete scan of the C2HDM parameter space. In particular we compare the results
obtained with our sample of physical parameter points as described in section 4.2 (sample I) with
those of a second sample where the constraints from the EDM have been turned o↵ (sample II).
The constraints applied on sample II are thus roughly equivalent to those of [126]. Di↵erences
arise from the di↵erent constraints applied on the µ-values and the fact that we use the new
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commonly studied type I and II symmetries in the Yukawa sector.
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We start with the discussion of the e↵ect of the EDM constraints, applied here for the first
time in a complete scan of the C2HDM parameter space. In particular we compare the results
obtained with our sample of physical parameter points as described in section 4.2 (sample I) with
those of a second sample where the constraints from the EDM have been turned o↵ (sample II).
The constraints applied on sample II are thus roughly equivalent to those of [126]. Di↵erences
arise from the di↵erent constraints applied on the µ-values and the fact that we use the new
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Yukawa sum rule 

In the NMSSM the partial Yukawa 
sum shows strong violations of 

more than 50% up to 100% if the 
additionally discovered Higgs 

boson is the lighter one, while it is 
bound to values close to 1 in case 

it is the heavier one.  
If it is the NMSSM! we can see 
which of the two non-SM-like 

Higgs bosons has been discovered,  

 
NMSSM is excluded if sum is above 2. If H↓ is discovered the constraints restrict tan β 
to small values.  The next heavier CP-even Higgs boson is dominantly CP-even. While h125 

carries most of the top-Yukawa coupling to comply with the Higgs data, the non-
discovered H↑ is very doublet-like with a large coupling component to the down-type 

fermions. Its non-discovery leads to the observed large violations in Π2
Yuk .  

 
The situation is reversed if H↑ is discovered. In this case, however, large violations in 

the partial gauge sum may appear if h125 and H↓ have similar masses.  


